Epidermal Langerhans cells--a cycling cell population.
The limited number of Langerhans cells (LC) in human epidermis and the resultant technical difficulties have left open the question of LC kinetics. In the present study using flow cytometry (FCM) we have applied 3 methods to estimate LC-DNA distribution: (1) FCM-DNA measurement on highly enriched LC suspensions, (2) FCM-correlated analysis of DNA and OKT-6(+) cells in total epidermal cell suspensions, (3) LC-enriched suspensions (70-90%) were FACS (fluorescence-activated cell sorter) sorted on microscopic slides, and stained with the Feulgen technique, and DNA was measured densitometrically. In the latter method, contaminating keratinocytes were counterlabeled with antikeratin serum to eliminate them from LC-DNA estimation. All 3 in vitro analyses clearly showed that human LC are a cycling cell population in the epidermis. The number of LC in S (1.3-3.3%) and G2/M (1.0-2.5%) phase compares with those found for keratinocytes. Assuming that this percentage of keratinocytes in S and G2/M phases is sufficient to maintain the structural integrity of the epidermis, it was suggested that LC may represent a stable, self-reproducing cell population in normal epidermis.